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WHAT IS THE PROPOSED ACTION?
A 1.3-mile stretch of State Highway (SH) 9, just south of Frisco, will be realigned, rather than widened on the existing alignment. This stretch of
SH 9, which falls between mileposts 93 and 95, will provide a four-lane reduced section roadway while moving the highway away from Dillon
Reservoir. The Proposed Action will shorten SH 9 by approximately 0.4 mile. The Proposed Action will provide roadway safety benefits, as well as
water quality and drinking water protection benefits, as a result of straightening the highway to remove a tight, compound curve (known as
Leslie’s Curve), which is in close proximity to Dillon Reservoir. A compound curve is a geometric condition in which there is not a tangent
(straight) section of roadway in between two curves. Leslie’s Curve is considered sub-standard and contributes to accidents in the area. The
Proposed Action will eliminate this curve.
The Proposed Action will include realignment of a portion of the existing Blue River Bikeway. A portion of the bikeway will be moved to the
current SH 9 alignment, and the excess pavement will be removed. The realigned bikeway will be approximately 0.4 mile longer than the existing
one but will be at a much gentler grade than the current alignment. In addition, the existing Dickey Day Use Parking Lot will be moved west to a
new parking lot location, allowing access via the existing signalized intersection at SH 9 and Recreation Way. A trail connection will provide
connectivity between the new parking lot and realigned bikeway, as well as lake access.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE SINCE THE EA AND SECTION 4(F) EVALUATION WAS PUBLISHED?
The EA was made available for a 30-day public and agency review period beginning on July 9, 2014, following signature of the EA by FHWA and
CDOT. The EA was available for review and comment beginning on July 9, 2014, and ending on August 8, 2014. A public hearing was held in
Frisco at the Summit County Community and Senior Center (83 Nancy’s Place) on July 29, 2014, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. The public hearing
exhibits and presentation provided an overview of the Proposed Action in comparison with the No Action Alternative. The presentations
included comparative descriptions of the Proposed Action and No Action Alternative regarding purpose and need, proposed alignment, typical
sections, recreation facility changes, transportation and environmental benefits, mitigation commitments, agency coordination, and next steps
in the process (see Appendix A for the EA and Appendix B for documentation of the EA availability and public hearing announcements).
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The EA review and the public hearing were advertised in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

CDOT project website at www.coloradodot.info/projects/hwy9f2b
CDOT Press Release on July 9, 2014
Public hearing advertisements in the Summit Daily News (July 23, 26, and 28, 2014)
Public hearing advertisement flyer posted locally at libraries, town halls, and post offices in Frisco, Breckenridge, and Silverthorne

In addition, the Summit Daily News printed articles on July 18, 2014, describing the project and announcing the public hearing, and on July 30,
2014, summarizing the public hearing.
Sixty-eight individuals attended the public hearing, with 12 written comments and 14 verbal comments received at the public hearing.
The EA was available for public review at the public hearing, on the CDOT project website, and at the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CDOT Headquarters Library – Shumate Building, 4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Denver
CDOT Region 1 Office – 2000 South Holly, Denver
CDOT Region 3 Office – 222 South 6th Street #317, Grand Junction
FHWA Colorado Division Office – 12300 West Dakota Avenue #180, Lakewood
Summit County Main Library – County Commons Building, 0037 County Road 1005, Frisco
Summit County South Branch Library – 504 Airport Road, Breckenridge

Copies of the EA were distributed to the following agencies and stakeholder organizations for review:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), Department of Natural Resources
Continental Divide Land Trust (CDLT)
Northern Arapaho Tribe
Summit County
Town of Frisco
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
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Written and verbal comments were accepted in the following ways:
•
•
•

Written comments online via the CDOT project website (www.coloradodot.info/projects/hwy9f2b)
Verbal comments and written comments on a form provided at the public hearing on July 29, 2014
Written comments via e-mail, fax, or letter to CDOT and FHWA

A total of 63 comments were received during the comment period. At the end of the public comment period, CDOT and FHWA reviewed the
comments received and then completed coordination on Section 4(f) recreation properties with the officials with jurisdiction for these
properties, that is, Summit County, Town of Frisco, and USFS. For each property, CDOT sent a letter outlining the impacts, summarizing the
comments received, and requesting concurrence on de minimis impacts. Concurrence was received; the letters are presented in Appendix C.

WHAT CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE TO THE EA AND SECTION 4(F) EVALUATION?
One change has been made to a mitigation commitment identified in the EA as follows:
•

Mitigation Tracking # 33 was revised to allow the use of fertilizers to promote healthy revegetation.

Table 1 shows this change to the mitigation commitment table (Table 3, Detailed Impacts and Specific Mitigation Commitments for the Proposed
Action) presented in the EA (Appendix A).
Table 1.

#
33

Revised Mitigation Commitment for the Proposed Action
Mitigation
Category

Noxious
Weeds

Proposed Action Impact
Spread of noxious weeds

Mitigation Commitment for the
SH 9 Iron Springs Alignment
Fertilizers will be used on the project site only
when needed to promote revegetation.

Responsible Branch
CDOT Construction

Timing/Phase that
Mitigation Will Be
Implemented
Construction

No changes have been made to the Section 4(f) evaluation. Concurrence has been received from the agencies with jurisdiction (Summit County,
Town of Frisco, and USFS) for the Section 4(f) recreation properties with de miminis impacts (see Appendix C). Consultation with the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) had previously been completed, as described in the EA and Section 4(f) Evaluation, for two Section 4(f)
historic properties (Denver South Park and Pacific Railroad [two segments – 5ST395.4 and 5ST395.8] and State Highway 9 [5ST1461.1]), resulting
in no adverse effects determinations and Section 4(f) de minimis findings. One additional historic property, the Dillon Placer Mine (5ST883) is an
archaeological ruin whose value is not dependent on preservation in place; therefore, it does not require Section 4(f) approval per 23 Code of
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Federal Regulations 774.13(b). By signing this document, FHWA hereby makes a finding of de minimis impact with regard to Section 4(f) for the
Proposed Action.

WHAT COMMENTS WERE RECEIVED ON THE EA?
A total of 63 comments were received, with 57 comments received from individuals and 6 comments received from representatives of agencies
and other organizations. The comments generally discussed preferences for an alternative and/or concerns and questions regarding property
impacts, noise, safety, speed limits, traffic signal coordination, costs, recreation impacts and changes, and wildlife issues.
Table 2 provides responses to comments received during the EA public review period. Within Table 2, comments are organized first by the
means they were submitted as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Comments submitted via the project website
Comments submitted via e-mail
Comments submitted verbally at the public hearing
Comments submitted via comment forms provided at the public hearing
Comments submitted via letter

Within each of these means of submittal, comments are listed alphabetically by the last name of the commenter or the organization submitting
the comment. For ease of reference, each comment has been assigned a unique comment ID number, with numbers running sequentially
beginning with Comment Number 1, as indicated in Table 2.
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Public and Agency Comments Received and Responses to Comments
Comment

Comments Submitted via Project Website
1
Alpensee Water District

Response
Frisco, CO

I am writing on behalf of the Alpensee Water District (AWD), as a
concerned Board Member. In looking at the Environmental
Assessment it appears CDOT has neglected to consider the
impact the SH-9 Alignment or widening will have on our sole
source of drinking water. The AWD has two shallow water wells
and system infrastructure that are located within the Area of
Potential Effects for both highway widening options. The AWD
has had informal contact with the Summit County Assistant
Manager on this matter, but to date we have heard nothing from
either CDOT or Summit County on how either proposes to
mitigate the risk to the district, its customers and its valuable
property.

December 2014

Response to Comment Number 1
CDOT is aware of the Alpensee Water District wells, which are located
approximately 50 feet outside the existing CDOT right-of-way. Highway
construction in the vicinity of these wells will be within the existing CDOT
right-of-way. The Proposed Action will have no impact on the existing
wells or associated system infrastructure.
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Comment
Becker, Jerry and Shirley

Response
Frisco, CO

We believe the noise abatement study was done prior to Beetle
Kill and tree removal. Consequently we request an updated
noise abatement study as the truck noise is unbelievable going
up or down the hill. Thank you very much for this consideration.

Response to Comment Number 2
Comment Number 2 is in regard to noise affecting the Water Dance
community, which is located approximately 0.5 mile away from the
highway improvements included in the Proposed Action. Given this
distance, the Proposed Action will not affect noise at the Water Dance
community.
CDOT is aware of the noise concerns of Water Dance residents and
continues to discuss the concerns with the community. On August 28,
2014, CDOT representatives met with Water Dance residents to provide
information and answer questions regarding highway noise and the Water
Dance community. A future project will include completion of the SH 9
improvements between Recreation Way and Frisco Main Street, as
identified in the SH 9 Record of Decision (CDOT and FHWA, 2004). This will
include the portion of SH 9 adjacent to the Water Dance community.
Noise abatement recommended for this area in the 2004 EIS will be
installed at that time. This future project is not currently funded for design
or construction.

3

Boutet, Sol

Dillon, CO

I attended the July 29 meeting in Frisco, examined the display
boards and written documentation including engineering plans,
and spoke with various stake holders regarding the proposal.
Overall I am in favor of the new alignment as opposed to
widening the existing road. I discussed plans for new alignment
with Kurt (?), I think a consultant to the project. He mentioned
that the project would produce surplus fill. So we discussed two
ideas to perhaps help absorb the material within the study area.
One was to replace the short tangent of Plan Sheet 6 with a
slight horizontal curve opposite to the two on either side. This
would give the road more of a parkway feel, respond better to
the natural contour, and possibly reduce a problematic volume
of cut on the north side. Kurt mentioned that to consider linked
curves the transitioning of superelevation between them is at

December 2014

Response to Comment Number 3
The alignment and magnitude of earthwork will be further evaluated
during final design. Both the roadway and trail design will be refined to
achieve a project that has a natural aesthetic feel and best accommodates
habitat linkage, natural drainage patterns, and earthwork balance.
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Comment

Response

issue. If the modification IS of interest, I feel it should be
attempted without compromising the radii of the currently
planned curves and thus design speed. The second idea to
absorb generated fill relates to relocation of the rec trail where
the road is now. I mentioned that curves of varying radius create
a better trail experience than long tangents. The idea here is,
mostly within the current road ROW, to shift the trail more to
lakeside wherever the opposite side is currently a steep cut.
Then the area in between is available as a repository for projectgenerated fill. The fill areas can then perhaps also interrupt any
long sight lines. The end result is an area that is returned
somewhat more to its original contour and thus feels more
natural. There is also the opportunity to introduce some limited
vertical curvature to the trail as a means to both enhance the
user experience and absorb more fill. Stakeholder competence
and creativity applied to the Iron Springs proposal should create
both a beautiful and efficient section of roadway. I hope it is
ultimately approved.
4

Bowlin, G.

Frisco, CO

I fully support this project to realign Hwy 9 versus simply
widening it on its current foot print. Moving the recreational
trails closer to the lake and the highway away from the lake is a
win, win.

December 2014

Response to Comment Number 4
Comment noted.
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Comment

Response

5

Brown, Howard

A.

Please redo the environmental assessment, analyzing a full slate
of alternatives. Offering only two alternatives and calling one
developed more than 10 years ago that was not getting funded
because it was too expensive and that is alleged to have greater
environmental impact than the other a "no-action alternative" is
a direct repudiation of the intent of the National Environmental
Policy Act. The new assessment absolutely must include a
genuine no-action alternative of not going to four lanes, not
doing any new construction on the stretch in question.

B.

C.

D.

Silverthorne, CO

With the new preferred alternative being similar to one that was
rejected in the original analysis, the new analysis must spell out
clearly what has changed or how the original analysis was wrong
to now make this the best choice. It appears that there is only a
very short stretch of road for which widening in place would
require cutting into the hillside.
Please analyze at least one alternative that could get by in that
stretch without extensive hillside cutting. This could be going to
three undivided lanes with one reversible or two northbound to
accommodate peak ski traffic. It could be stacking one direction
over the other. It could be routing the northbound lanes
elevated over the reservoir or shorelands area.
To have the county turn over land dedicated as open space and
the Continental Divide Land Trust to abdicate a perpetual
conservation easement are major policy compromises. Your
analysis should demonstrate very clear environmental and other
gains to justify these policy undercuts. You should probably also
offer to provide the county or the conservancy some substantial
separate open-space to compensate for these policy
compromises.
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Response to Comment Number 5
A. CDOT and FHWA previously analyzed a range of reasonable
alternatives for the SH 9 corridor from Frisco to Breckenridge, as
documented in the 2004 Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
and Record of Decision (ROD). Since that time, CDOT has been
implementing the improvements selected in the ROD as funding has
become available. The current Environmental Assessment (EA)
evaluates an alternative (the Iron Springs Alignment) for a portion of
the corridor and identifies the Iron Springs Alignment as the Proposed
Action. In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
requirements, the Proposed Action has been compared with the No
Action Alternative. NEPA procedures require that the No Action
Alternative characterize what would occur if the Proposed Action is
not built. In this case, if the Proposed Action is not built, CDOT will
widen SH 9 on the existing alignment as selected in the 2004 ROD.
Thus, widening on the existing alignment is correctly applied as the
No Action Alternative.
B. As described in the EA, the Proposed Action is similar to an alternative
that was examined during pre-screening for the 2002 Draft EIS but was
not advanced for detailed development and evaluation at that time due
to cost and the impacts the new alignment would cause on a healthy
forest. Discussions about the Proposed Action were initiated about
three years ago at the request of Summit County after the mountain pine
beetle epidemic had killed many of the trees.
C. Because CDOT and FHWA believe that the alternatives analyzed in the
2004 EIS and the EA represent the range of reasonable alternatives
meeting the project purpose and need, analysis of additional
alternatives is not needed or appropriate.
D. The Proposed Action will require a portion (approximately 8.1 acres)
of the Iron Springs Open Space property to construct the new
highway alignment; however, this will be offset by the conversion of
approximately 12.6 acres of existing highway right-of-way along the
Dillon Reservoir shoreline to be added to the Iron Springs Open
Space property by land swap. CDOT and FHWA have worked
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ID #
E.

F.

G.

H.
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Comment

Response

Please analyze an alternative or two to having the recreation
path run along the edge of the highway for two or more years, a
major incursion to local recreation and tourism. Would a raised
wooden pathway over the reservoir/shoreland (as there is to the
north in Frisco) or one of temporary bridge materials be
environmentally compatible.

extensively with Summit County and the Continental Divide Land
Trust (CDLT), the entities with stewardship responsibility for the Iron
Springs Open Space. Both Summit County and the CDLT have
indicated their support for the Proposed Action, as indicated in
Comment Numbers 39 and 59, respectively.
E. Constructing a temporary wooden path or bridge over Lake Dillon
would cause unacceptable impacts to the reservoir, such as the need
to construct bridge piers in the reservoir and the potential for water
quality impacts during construction. During the construction period,
recreation on the bikeway will be impacted by being next to the
highway, but safety will be maintained by placing a concrete barrier
between the bikeway and the highway. Placing the bikeway on a
wooden path would move the bikeway only a short distance away
from the highway so the benefit would be negligible and would not
justify the greater impacts for a temporary situation.

The new analysis should clearly state the projected cost of all the
alternatives. Cost is certainly a major factor in alternative choice
both for CDOT and for the public. In response to a question as to
the project cost, the CDOT speaker said that "you didn't have
hard numbers" and that "the two alternatives would cost about
the same." With cost clearly an important factor, this is totally
inexcusable.
At the hearing, the CDOT speaker also said that underpasses
would be big enough for deer and small animals, but not elk.
Please resize the underpasses and drainage openings to be big
enough to be attractive to elk and moose. There is an elk herd
that frequents the Iron Springs area.
For future public hearings, please be clear as to the time of the
hearing. With your Web site and newspaper coverage both
saying that it was from 4:30-6:30, not starting until 5:30 and
expecting people to mill around for an hour is an insult to
people's time and to the public involvement process. One ad the
day before is inadequate notice generally and especially if the
actual meeting time is an hour later than people are likely
expecting.

December 2014

In evaluating the Proposed Action, CDOT engineers developed new
cost estimates for the 2004 EIS alternative (the No Action Alternative
in the EA) and the Proposed Action. The new cost estimates used the
latest material costs and showed that both alternatives were similar
in cost, within about 5 percent of each other. Engineers also
discovered that it would be much easier to construct the Proposed
Action while maintaining summer traffic, something that is vital to the
economy of Summit County. That advantage has clear cost benefits to
the tourism of Summit County. That cost has not yet been factored
into the estimates. The No Action Alternative follows a section of SH 9
that already is constrained between rock cut slopes on the east side
of SH 9 and the Dillon Reservoir on the west. Widening this portion of
SH 9 would require additional rock cuts, up to 49 feet in height. In
addition, substantial retaining walls would be required along the
Dillon Reservoir. Nearly 50 percent more retaining wall area would be
required to construct the No Action Alternative, when compared to
the Proposed Action. The significant costs associated with rock cutting
and retaining walls result in a higher estimated cost for the No Action
Alternative, when compared to the Proposed Action.
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Comment

Response
G. The height and width of the underpasses and drainage openings will
be reevaluated in final design. The goal is to expand the height and
width as much as possible. Summit County, Colorado Parks and
Wildlife, and the U.S. Forest Service will assist CDOT with the
underpass dimensions during final design.

6

Cancelosi, Kimberly

A.

I have been expressing my concerns for the safety of children
and cyclist crossing SH 9 for years at the current speed. It is also
very dangerous to turn right into our subdivision especially in
the wintertime when the roads are icy or snow packed. The
speed, increased traffic, lose of trees has significantly increased
the traffic noise. While Breckenridge benefits with the increased
traffic to their town, it has a negative impact on us. Just as the
speed limit is reduced to 35 MPH going into Breckenridge, it
should be reduced at the traffic limit up by the hospital and
Peninsula area coming into Frisco.

B.

Frisco, CO

A reduction in the speed limit would reduce noise, make it safer
for children, cyclist, pedestrians to cross the highway at the
Adventure Park and Water Dance, and make it safer to turn right
into the subdivision. This reduction of noise will also be of value
when the construction begins with additional noise.

December 2014

H. There were multiple announcements for the EA public hearing,
including an article in the Summit Daily News on July 25, 2014. The
public hearing was advertised on the CDOT website; CDOT press
release on July 9, 2014; Summit Daily News advertisement on July 23,
26, and 28; and a public hearing flyer distributed locally. With regard
to the time of the public hearing presentation, the public hearing
announcements indicated that the doors would open at 4:30 p.m. and
the presentation would begin at 5:30 p.m. An hour is generally
provided for attendees to arrive, view public hearing boards, become
familiar with the project details, and ask questions of CDOT and
FHWA staff before the formal portion of the hearing. See Appendix B
of the FONSI for EA availability and public hearing documentation.
Response to Comment Number 6
A. Comment Number 6 is in regard to safety, speed limit, and signals
along SH 9 near the Water Dance community, which is outside the
project limits for the Proposed Action. CDOT is aware of these
concerns and has continued to discuss these concerns with area
residents.
CDOT recently moved the 40 mph speed limit sign on northbound
SH 9 to a location approximately 100 feet before the intersection with
Water Dance Road, reflecting the transition zone into Frisco at this
intersection. CDOT sets speed limits in accordance with the consistent
process specified in FHWA’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices, and no further speed limit changes are possible at this time.
B. CDOT uses the American Association of State Highway Transportation
Official’s (AASHTO) A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and
Streets (also known as the “Green Book”) to design roadways safely.
The Green Book provides guidance on posted speed limits based on
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C.
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Comment

Response

Additionally, the pedestrians and cyclist crossing at Water Dance
Drive need a crossing light before the light turns green for the
vehicles turning left out of the county side onto the highway.
The cars turning left out of the county side do not yield to
anything in the crosswalk and do not yield to cars coming out of
Water Dance. Perhaps a left turn light is needed for that side of
the highway. But the most important and easiest fix is to reduce
the speed right away.

Coupens, Steve

Frisco, CO

As a resident of the Water Dance Community, I'm concerned
about the widening of highway 9 past our neighborhood. The
noise as it is now has increased significantly since I have owned
our home for the past 2.5 yrs. With increasing traffic, loss of
trees (due to factors beyond all our control), speed of vehicles,
and I fear with the widening of the road without some barrier,
the noise will become so bad it will be unpleasant to sit outdoors
and enjoy the setting, which is why we bought in Frisco and
Water Dance. A barrier to block the noise I feel is very important
so we can maintain property value and also a pleasurable place
to live. I would be more than happy to talk to anyone concerning
this issue and welcome you to come sit on my patio (since we
are adjacent to highway 9) at any time and hear for yourself the
noise that currently exists. I hope that a reasonable solution can
be achieved to this situation.

December 2014

vertical curves, horizontal curves, shoulder width, lane width, and the
frequency of traffic signals and access points. For example, the Green
Book generally recommends lower posted speed limits for hilly
and/or curvy roads. All 50 states incorporate Green Book
recommendations into their roadway designs.
C. As described in the response to Comment Number 2, future project
will include completion of the SH 9 improvements between
Recreation Way and Frisco Main Street. Pedestrian and bicycle safety
along SH 9 from the Adventure Park to Water Dance will be
reevaluated during this next major project on SH 9. However, this
work is not currently funded for design or construction.
See the response to Comment Number 2 regarding traffic noise and
the Water Dance community.
Response to Comment Number 7
See the response to Comment Number 2 regarding traffic noise and the
Water Dance community.
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Comment

Response

8

Harnett, Gordon

A.

I am a resident of Wooden Canoe at Water Dance in Frisco and
am concerned about the noise impact by the SH 9 project. The
noise level is already a problem and will surly get worse as the
road is widened. I fully support our HOA's initiative to address
the issues.

B.

9
A.

B.

Frisco, CO

A short term solution would be to drop the speed limit down
from 50MPH and prohibit the use of engine brakes. I would also
like to see an update on the noise abatement study done
10 years ago. Thank you for your consideration.
Keil, Terese

Breckenridge, CO

Response to Comment Number 8
A. See responses to Comment Numbers 2 and 6, respectively, regarding
traffic noise and the Water Dance community and speed limits.
B. Colorado state law now requires that any vehicle equipped with
engine compression brake devices (commonly referred to as "Jake
Brakes") be equipped with proper mufflers. Failure to do so will result
in a $500 fine. Local authorities are responsible for enforcing this law.
Engine compression brakes are safety devices, and CDOT cannot
prohibit their use. However, CDOT has assisted local entities with this
issue by installing "Engine Brake Mufflers Required" signs along
selected highways.
Response to Comment Number 9

I am unable to attend the public hearing today but wish to add
my comment in regard to the proposed realignment of
Highway 9 south of Frisco. I am against the proposal and request
that the realignment not take place. I have read the supposed
advantages and do not think that they warrant going into the
Iron Springs area that was designated years ago to be conserved
and protected.

A. See response to Comment Number 5 with regard to the Iron Springs
Open Space. CDOT and FHWA have worked extensively with Summit
County and the Continental Divide Land Trust (CDLT), the entities with
stewardship responsibility for the Iron Springs Open Space. Both
Summit County and the CDLT have indicated their support for the
Proposed Action, as indicated in Comment Numbers 39 and 59,
respectively.

I have been a permanent, full-time resident of Breckenridge for
over 22 years and have traveled Highway 9 almost daily between
Breckenridge and Frisco without ever any incident and I do not
see the need to re-align this stretch of the road.

B. Traffic projections and safety analysis presented in the EA and the
2004 EIS support the need for improvements to SH 9 in this area.
With regard to safety, the safety analysis presented in EA Appendix
A3 shows a concentration of accidents on SH 9 within the project
limits, with 67 accidents occurring from 2007 to 2011, including 8
injury accidents and 1 fatality. During this 5-year period, there were
12 overturning accidents in a one mile stretch of SH 9 that includes
Leslie’s Curve.

December 2014
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Comment
Koneman, Elmer

Response
Breckenridge, CO

Response to Comment Number 10

I took a hike up the bike trail through the Iron Springs area and
have taken several pictures to show the landscape. I plan to
attend the public hearing on Tuesday and believe showing these
pictures will give those who have not made the trip a better idea
of what is involved. Any chance I can show these pictures during
the hearing? I know the senior center has a projector I can hook
up to my computer. Thank you.

CDOT and FHWA provided a table and an opportunity for others to view
your photographs at the public hearing.

11

Lewis, Paul
Frisco, CO
I am a resident of Wooden Canoe at Water Dance in Frisco and
am very concerned about the safety and noise effects of the
SH 9 project. The Iron Springs alignment will further compound
these issues as a result of the proposed construction as well as
the continued increase in traffic volumes. I fully support our
HOA's initiative to address these matters as part of the Iron
Springs project -- see July 21 letters to Mr. Anderson and Ms.
Schlaefer. Furthermore, we request that CDOT update the noise
abatement studies last prepared in 2002, similar to what they
did for the Iron Springs project. This would be consistent with
the commitment CDOT made in 2004 to relook the issue when
the SH 9 project reaches Wooden Canoe.

Response to Comment Number 11
See responses to Comment Numbers 6 and 2, respectively, regarding
safety and traffic noise at the Water Dance community.

12

Logan, Christopher
Frisco, CO
I would like to express strong support for FHWA and CDOT
recommending the proposed action for SH 9. On March 9, 1988 I
was a passenger in a single vehicle rollover accident at Leslie's
Curve. I was ejected from the vehicle. The vehicle landed on top
of me. I was transported on Flight for Life to the intensive care
unit at St Anthony in Denver. The physical injuries I sustained
during that accident still impact me 25 years later and are life
long. I strongly encourage decision makers in this process not to
change their stance in addressing the safety issues associated
with the compound curve on SH9 by completely eliminating
Leslie's Curve. Thank you.

Response to Comment Number 12
Comment noted.

December 2014
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

Comment
Mueller, John

Response
Breckenridge, CO

The EA specifically notes the sharpness of Leslie's Curve. I
understand that this is a hazardous section of the road. But the
EA makes no mention of the steepness of the road proposed
through Iron Springs. It does mention that the bike path will
have a gentler grade, so I assume that the new road will have a
steeper grade, unless there are severe cuts, which may be the
case. What is the total vertical rise, and steepest grade, through
the existing section? What will be the total vertical rise, and
steepest section, through the proposed section? Why has this
information not been included in the statement?

B.

Are bad winter drivers better off having flatter curves or steeper
straighter sections? Thanks in advance for your response, I hope
to be at the July 29th meeting

14

Ryan, John

A.

Breckenridge, CO

I have concerns regarding this project. The re-routing of the bike
path for an extended period of time seems very unsafe. It also
seems unnecessary. CDOT has mentioned that the curve on the
existing roadway is too sharp and unsafe which most would
agree with. However, if the roadway were widened in its existing
path, that curve would be straightened out considerably just by
the act of realignment with the widening. In this regards, it
seems like changing the road location is an unnecessary
reinvention the wheel so to speak.

December 2014

Response to Comment Number 13
A. The existing SH 9 roadway is generally relatively flat from Swan
Mountain Road to Leslie’s Curve. The roadway then rises
approximately 100 feet vertically toward Frisco, with a maximum
grade of approximately 3%. The No Action Alternative would have
approximately the same grade as existing SH 9. The Proposed Action
alignment will begin to rise at a maximum grade of 4% north of Swan
Mountain Road and will rise approximately 100 feet vertically where
it matches the top of the saddle. It will then descend at grades less
than 3% until it ties back into the existing SH 9 alignment at
Recreation Way. EA Appendix A1 Project Drawings/Plans provided
profiles and cross sections showing the grade and vertical rise of the
Proposed Action and the No Action Alternative.
B. As identified in the EA, the Proposed Action is expected to provide
safety benefits due to the elimination of the tight compound curve,
thereby resulting in fewer accidents.
Response to Comment Number 14
A. As described in the Environmental Assessment (EA), during
construction of the Proposed Action, the bikeway will be detoured to
a temporary location along the side of SH 9. A concrete barrier will
separate the temporary bikeway from SH 9 to provide a safe detour
for bikeway users during the construction period. The EA presented
and analyzed the widening of SH 9 along the existing highway as the
No Action Alternative because this alternative was previously
approved through the 2004 Environmental Impact Statement and
Record of Decision. While widening on the existing alignment would
provide many benefits of the Proposed Action, the safety benefit
would be less because the tight curve, even when widened and
improved, would still exist and continue to present the potential for
accidents.
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Response

It seems like keeping the open space protected would be more
easily accomplished by keeping it in its existing configuration as
well. Running a road through it would disrupt that.

B. In regard to open space protection, see the response to Comment
Number 5 and the supporting comments submitted by Summit
County and the Continental Divide Land Trust, presented in Comment
Numbers 39 and 59, respectively.

In addition to the paved bike path that is at the forefront in the
planning no mention has been made of the existing trail access
for hikers and mountain bikers that crosses iron springs. From
the access road along the bike path at the south gate, hikers and
mountain bikers are now able to gain access to trails/single track
that cross behind the hospital and go over and connect to the
miners creek/peaks trail area. What is to become of that access?
As one of many locals living in farmers corner, we rely on that to
be able to access that area with minimal reliance on the paved
bike path or the highway. Mountain bikers and hikers alike
prefer dirt trails and a more secluded environment than the bike
path.

15

Wallace, Bill

A.

I have a hard time understanding how there would be an
increase in noise for Water Dance residents. Seems like a cut
would yield less noise.

A. The new SH 9 alignment will have little to no effect on traffic noise for
the Water Dance community. See the response to Comment
Number 2 regarding noise concerns of the Water Dance community.

My concern is with the tunnels(2) for the rec path. If you look at
the underpass under I-70 just before Vail pass, it is a mess. The
lights do not light up enough to avoid hazards. It's always wet,
bumpy and a hazard to ride through. Underpasses provide more
opportunity for crime and squatters as well. I'd rather see
overpasses for the rec path. I feel they would be safer for all
users. Are there any studies comparing the two - under vs. over
for safety? Thank you!

B. Due to the geometry of the roadway alignment and the local
topography, underpasses are more appropriate than overpasses for
the bikeway crossings of SH 9. The configuration and aesthetics of the
underpasses will receive additional detailed attention during final
design to provide a safe and pleasing experience for underpass users.
Lighting of the underpasses is not currently anticipated, but this will
be considered further in final design to ensure that safety is
adequately addressed.

B.

December 2014

Frisco, CO

C. The Proposed Action will maintain the access for hikers and mountain
bikers provided by the gated Iron Springs Road. Access to Iron Springs
Road will be via the paved bikeway as it is today, with some minor
changes at the access point.

Response to Comment Number 15
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Comment

Response

Warnick, Jon
Buena Vista, CO
Regarding highway 9 in Summit county between Frisco and
Farmer's Korner, either solution - widen existing curve or
reroute through Iron Springs - should only be done if the
stoplights at both ends are changed into wide roundabouts.
These 4-way intersections are dangerous in the winter! The
poles, lights, and electronics are expensive to install and
maintain. Roundabouts are safer, provide more consistent travel
times, and generally quicker travel times at lower speeds (less
fuel consumption, less highway noise created). I support the Iron
Springs reroute only if the intersections are replaced with
roundabouts.

Response to Comment Number 16
The signalized intersection at Farmer’s Korner (Swan Mountain Road) was
built with a previous SH 9 construction project. It is very new and would
not be reconstructed as part of this project. This intersection was
constructed to address safety concerns. Since being built, there have been
no new safety concerns.

17

Willitts, Barb
Frisco, CO
Would like to see speed limit reduced
Comments Submitted via E-mail
18
Benson, Dave
Frisco, CO
I'm emailing with comments re: your last community
presentation in Frisco this week. I am in support of your plan and
A.
appreciate the work and engagement that has gone into this
project thus far.

B.

State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

My only concern is traffic moving through Frisco at increasing
speeds and in increasing volumes. I highly suggest lowering the
speed limit to 35 at the first stoplight going into Frisco (currently
at the Frisco Adventure Park entrance). While a lower speed
limit doesn't ever guarantee slower speeds, a drop from 55 mph
to 35 mph should help for safety, noise and congestion.
Additionally, synchronizing the lights through Frisco to I-70 at
35 mph would also help, particularly if that was posted to cars
entering Frisco from the south and hoping for a quick run to
I-70. These suggestions were voiced at the meeting and they
make a lot of sense. Thanks for your work on this project.

December 2014

Any substantial changes to the signalized intersection at the hospital
(Peak One Drive/Recreation Way) will be part of a future project. The
Proposed Action will not preclude the future construction of a
roundabout at that intersection. It is not part of the purpose and need for
this current project. The intersection design will be reevaluated in the
future; however, no funding is currently available for design or
construction of that future project.
Response to Comment Number 17
See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.
Response to Comment Number 18
A. Comment noted.
B. See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.
The section of SH 9 you have suggested for speed reduction and
synchronized signal timing, from the Frisco Adventure Park
(Recreation Way) to I-70, is outside this project area.
The signal system on SH 9 through Frisco is currently synchronized for
peak movements during peak times, which means that these are
given priority over minor movements. Signal system retiming is an
ongoing effort by CDOT, with changes and minor adjustments
occurring on a continual basis. Major system retiming occurs every 3
to 5 years, based on changing volumes and conditions.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

Comment

Response

Blake, David
Breckenridge, CO
I am a new resident to Breckenridge and the sole reservation I
had about moving was the traffic. One of the key reasons I finally
made the decision was the improvements along Hwy 9 and Rt 70
and the apparent interest to continue improvements. These are
necessary changes if the town and county want to continue to
expand the economic base and with any improvement there
comes some costs — both monetarily and sacrifice. In this
project, in my opinion, the sacrifice involved to the environment
and from a noise perspective is far outweighed by the improved
safety and lane expansion.

Response to Comment Number 19
Comment noted.

I wholeheartedly support the project.
20

Burton, Don and Betsy

Frisco, CO

As full time residents of Wooden Canoe at Water Dance we are
writing to you about our concerns with regard to the above
referenced Highway 9 project. We have attached a map of the
Wooden Canoe neighborhood with our location highlighted in
green. As you will note, we are on the interior of the
neighborhood.

Response to Comment Number 20
See the response to Comment Numbers 6 and 2, respectively, regarding
safety and speed limits and traffic noise at the Water Dance community.
Please note that the Blue River Bikeway, which is the main paved
recreational path connecting Frisco to Breckenridge, will be routed
through underpasses at the two locations where it crosses SH 9, thereby
providing safe crossings with no traffic conflicts.

We have been full time residents at this location since 2001.
Since that date, we have experienced a substantial increase in
the traffic impact along Route 9 as it passes Water Dance. The
increased speed limit from 35 MPH to 50 MPH from Peak One
Drive to Water Dance Drive, the change of one northbound lane
from an acceleration/deceleration lane to a second traffic lane
beginning just past the Nordic Center and continuing toward
Frisco, the removal of the log pole pine forest from the
Peninsula Recreational Center, the loss of mature lodge pole
pines from the neighborhood and the erection of the St
Anthony's Medical Center Complex have, in combination,
resulted in a substantial increase in noise level as experienced in
the neighborhood. Further, the convergence of recreational
bicycle and pedestrian paths with a proposed four lane highway

December 2014
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Comment

State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

at which cars, based on current conditions, would be traveling
50 MPH presents safety issues which require serious attention.
It is our understanding that the technical noise study upon which
this project is based dates back to 2002. Additionally, we
understand the 2004 CDOT response to a letter from our HOA
stating our concerns about the project was responded to by
CDOT stating that noise mitigation measures would be
reanalyzed during the final design stage and changing conditions
would be addressed. We would ask that those commitments be
fulfilled.
The noise level at our property has increased substantially over
the past 13 years; therefore we are specifically requesting
construction of an adequate sound barrier from the northern
Peninsula exit extending to and including the Water Dance
neighborhood and a safety reduction of the speed limit to
35MPH in both directions from Frisco to the Peak One Blvd
entrance to St Anthony's Medical Center.
We thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.

December 2014
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

Comment
Dahman, Eric

Response
Frisco, CO

I am writing you regarding the anticipated widening of Highway
9 in front of the Water Dance Community in Frisco, Colorado.

Response to Comment Number 21
See the response to Comment Number 2 regarding traffic noise and the
Water Dance community.

We purchased our property at 515 Kokopelli Court in 2008. At
that time, the community was heavily forested with Lodge Pole
Pine. And, there was very little road noise from Highway 9. Now,
with Mountain Pine Beatle Epidemic, there are very few native
trees left in the community to buffer the road noise. That,
combined with the increased traffic on Highway 9, has resulted
in severe highway noise issues in the Southern Regions of our
neighborhood.
As a 22 year home building professional, I am very aware that
this increased road noise will severely impact our property
values. Every home I’ve built over the course of my career that
has suffered from road noise issues has been very difficult to
sell, and has suffered 10% – 30% depreciated values as a result.
The Inverse Condemnation that is occurring as the result of
CDOTs taking our right to peaceful enjoyment of our properties
needs to be mitigated by installing a sound barrier at the front of
our community. We as property owners have no other choice
except to seek relief from negative impacts of the Highway 9
widening project.
We are reasonable people, and understand the needs of the
larger community. As such, we respectfully ask that CDOT fully
consider the impacts on our community, and include noise
barriers in the overall plan.

December 2014
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23

State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

Comment
Douglass, Carol

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 22

I am a homeowner in Prospect Point in Frisco and recently
attended the meeting explaining the new proposal for the Iron
Springs Highway 9 project. I am in favor of the new proposal
over the previously approved one. I also support an idea brought
up at the meeting to enforce a 35 mile per hour speed limit
starting at the first stoplight into Frisco from Breckenridge with
stoplight syncing to keep traffic moving through to the
interstate.

See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits and
Comment Number 18 regarding synchronizing traffic signals along SH 9
through Frisco.

Conway, Sylvia

Response to Comment Number 23

Frisco, CO

I am a 17 year resident of Frisco, who frequently uses the Iron
Springs area for hiking and cross country skiing. After the clean
up of the church camp, this area became a lovely backcountry
recreation area with easy access from both sides. The Forest
Service clear cut has now ruined much of this area, but the
inclusion of it in the Summit County Open Space program will
eventually restore the habitat. I am opposed to the plan to reroute Highway 9 through here. Open Space should be preserved
in perpetuity, and not used as a bargaining chip to speed the
tourist traffic to and from Breckenridge. The road by the lake
should be retained, and widened if necessary.

December 2014

See the response to Comment Number 5 and the supporting comments
submitted by Summit County and the Continental Divide Land Trust,
presented in Comment Numbers 39 and 59, respectively, regarding open
space.
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Response

24

Feuerriegel, Robert

Frisco, CO

A.

I think the Iron Springs “shortcut” is the best plan and should be
implemented as soon as possible. It completes the four lane
corridor, solves several safety issues and has side benefits for
recreation, wildlife, and environmental impact.

B.

I have two concerns. The Dickey Day Use TH is too far away with
its relocated parking lot near the existing traffic light for the
Adventure Park. I suggest a low quality gravel road to provide
access to the current parking area.

C.

Secondly, regarding the noise level near the Water Dance traffic
light. Having experienced the speeding traffic while waiting to
cross on my bicycle, I think the speed limit should be reduced to
35 until past the hospital entrance.
Thank you for an excellent presentation on July 29, 2104

Response to Comment Number 24
A. Comment noted.
B. With regard to the existing Dickey Day Use Parking Lot, the
possibilities of providing a gravel access road to the existing parking
lot or shared vehicle access via the bikeway were both evaluated as
alternatives to relocating the parking lot. However, these alternatives
were eliminated due to concerns about safety, maintenance, and
quality of the recreational experience. As a result, CDOT, in
consultation with the U.S. Forest Service, Summit County, and Town
of Frisco, considered six options for the relocation of the parking lot.
The proposed location was selected due to access via Recreation Way
and compatibility with the Nordic trail system and Frisco Peninsula
Recreation Area management plans. Appendix B of the EA included
information on the consideration of an alternative for the parking lot.
While the Proposed Action would result in a relocation of the parking
lot and an increased distance to the shoreline, this is not inconsistent
with the U.S. Forest Service’s intended purpose of the trail, which is
walking or mountain biking. In addition, access for vehicle parking will
be made safer because access from SH 9 will be via a signalized
intersection at Recreation Way rather than the current unsignalized
access to the Dickey Day Use Parking Lot.
The relocated parking lot and trail connection will continue to provide
recreational opportunities, but the experience will be different from
that of the current experience. Some may prefer this; others may not.
It should be noted that there are other parking opportunities in the
vicinity providing shorter walking trails to the Dillon shoreline.
C. See the response to Comment Number 2 regarding traffic noise and
the Water Dance community and the response to Comment
Number 6 regarding speed limits.

December 2014
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25

Kibbie, Dan

A.

All in all I’m amazed at all the work that has gone into this
planning already and can’t wait to see the final plan. I have a
couple of things I’m hoping that you can think of.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Response
Frisco, CO

The Dickey lot location can hopefully be relocated closer to
where the original one is now, maybe 50 % closer. It is used
mostly by Frisco residents, not many Breckenridge folks use it.
Maybe it could go along the bike path for a short distances.
The light at Recreation Way and the hospital, could that be a
round about? That would keep traffic going to and from Breck at
an even pace thru Frisco.
The next thing would be an overpass for both wildlife and
recreation, somewhere close that would benefit the Frisco
Adventure Park. This overpass would once again benefit the
Frisco people by allowing them to get back in forth from winter
rec trails and summer mtn. biking trails. This would allow cross
country skiers to come up the bike path and then over to the
cross country center. Vail build a lot of these bridges to get there
clients to their houses from the slopes, so they could ski in and
out from their homes. Snowmobilers could also use it in the
winter and then mtn. bikers in the summer. This bridge would
hopefully represent the proposed bridges for the upper blue for
wildlife. It would be a show case for the public to see that we are
protecting our wildlife. As I traveled thru Jasper and Banff last
fall on my moto I was wondering why Colorado didn’t have any
wildlife bridges. So it was good to hear that some are being
planned for the upper blue.
This project is mostly being done to get the hordes of people to
Breckenridge at the expense of other communities. It would be
nice if the Frisco people could keep some kind of connection
with the lake and trails beside the two bike underpasses, they
don’t work in the winter. Frisco needs some kind of connectivity
between the town and the peninsula.
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Response to Comment Number 25
A. Comment noted.
B. With regard to the location of the replacement parking lot, see the
response to Comment Number 24.
C. With regard to the possibility of a roundabout at Recreation Way, see
the response to Comment Number 16.
D. An overpass for wildlife movement was analyzed as part of this
Environmental Assessment. Colorado Parks and Wildlife, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service were all part of the decision
making process. The final decision by CDOT, FHWA, and the wildlife
agencies was to create three underpasses as part of the project. The
underpasses at each end of the project would combine wildlife with
the Blue River Bikeway crossing under SH 9. Due to the geometry of
the roadway alignment and the local topography, underpasses are
more appropriate than overpasses for the bikeway crossings of SH 9.
During the EA process, a wildlife overpass was considered. This
possibility was looked at collaboratively with the wildlife agencies and
experts. It was determined that an overpass was not the best option
at this location. Therefore, in the central area of the project, an
additional underpass will be used to provide both drainage and
wildlife passage. During the final design process, CDOT will work with
the wildlife agencies to refine the underpass details to optimize the
design and make the underpasses as large as possible to
accommodate a range of large antlered animals.
CDOT continues to evaluate appropriate wildlife crossing measures
when corridors are improved and as funding becomes available. You
are correct that there is another project involving wildlife crossings
being implemented in the area. It is along SH 9 in Grand County and
includes both wildlife overpasses and underpasses.
E. The underpasses that will route the Blue River Bikeway under SH 9
will provide a recreation benefit, allowing users to cross the highway
without the need to negotiate vehicle traffic. This will enhance
pedestrian and bicycle access to the peninsula.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

Comment
Kryshak, Terry

Response
Frisco, CO

Although I was unable to attend the open meeting I do want to
provide my comments in support of the Highway 9 Iron Springs
bypass.

Response to Comment Number 26
Comment noted.

I have been following the progress of the proposed Iron Spring
realignment. I personally feel this is an excellent plan based on
safety for vehicle travel, cycling and wildlife.
We are a tourist based economy who has fabulous bike paths.
The Iron Spring section of the bike path is by far the most
dangerous section as well as the most difficult for the riders
between Frisco and Breck. The risk and difficulty will be
eliminated by the realignment and the locals and guests will
experience a ride closer to Lake Dillon.
Then if you look at where most car accidents seem to happen,
they are on Leslie's curve and the plan helps to significantly
reduce that risk.
Wildlife movement is also being addressed in this solution.
Having watched the difficulty the Elk, Deer and other critters
experience trying to cross from the Lake Dillon to and from the
Iron Springs/National Forrest something needs to be done to
protect this valuable resource. I feel the proposed changes
provide a solid solution for this issue.
I would encourage CDOT to move forward with the proposed
Bypass as quickly as possible.

December 2014
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco

Comment
Nelson, John

Response
Frisco, CO

I attended the meeting the other night at the Summit County
Senior Center where the realignment of Highway 9 was
discussed.
I am in favor of this realignment, however I do have a comment
and disagreement of your relocation of the Dickey Point trail
parking lot. Your map says that you will move that parking lot
west of its present location closer to Peak One Rd.

Response to Comment Number 27
With regard to the location of the replacement parking lot, see the
response to Comment Number 24.
Please note that relocation of the parking lot will add approximately
0.7 mile to reach the location of the existing parking lot.

That is too great a change and would require going one full mile
(round trip) to access what is the present parking adjacent to the
trailhead.
I suggest that you could put an unimproved dirt road from Peak
One Rd. east to Dickey Point's current parking lot location. It
would make it a greater convenience to all.
28

A.

Parrott, Mary

Dillon, CO

I spoke at the Public Hearing on July 29 re. this proposed
Highway 9 realignment, and requested CDOT to take another
look at the option of leaving the highway and bike path in their
existing locations and basic configurations. It seemed, by the
condescending smirks I got that this was not even a possible
consideration. But, if the previous widening plan (clearly, not
locked in stone) can be changed to the "new, improved plan",
then it seems feasible that another look can be given to
comparing the new plan to the actual existing structures and
records in place today. I asked for the main reasons for changing
these structures and was given the standard line of safety and
mobility of drivers, bikers, and wildlife. This has been said so
many times it has become rather an axiom of faith, an assumed
fact for all discussion. But,...
This is a rather short section of highway and bike path, and a
huge price tag and construction feat for...what? Yes, there are
curves and hills - we are Colorado, not Kansas. Do you really
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Response to Comment Number 28
A. The alternative of leaving SH 9 as a two-lane highway was evaluated
in the 2004 Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Record of
Decision (ROD) and was eliminated because this would not meet the
identified project purpose and need (as stated in the 2004 ROD – to
improve transportation mobility along SH 9 by decreasing travel time,
improving safety, and supporting the transportation needs of local
and regional travelers while minimizing impacts to the surrounding
environment and communities).
The existing traffic volumes for SH 9 indicate that the highway is
currently approaching or exceeding the capacity of a two-lane
highway. Future traffic projections indicate that SH 9 volumes will
exceed two-lane capacity. As the traffic exceeds the capacity of the
two-lane highway, traffic congestion will worsen as will certain types
of accidents that result from a high level of congestion. The safety
analysis presented in EA Appendix A3 shows a concentration of
accidents on SH 9 within the project limits, with 67 accidents
occurring from 2007 to 2011, including 8 injury accidents and
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Comment
think making the road 4 lanes will increase the safety? Drivers
WILL go faster (you might try to limit the speed,...good luck!); it
will still be a hill, icy many times, and there will still be accidents.
Please tell me what the accident and injury rates are, for the
period of say the last 10 years, for the infamous "Leslie curve"
stretch of Hwy. 9. Then, let's take say a stretch of I-70 of the
same length, and containing a curve (perhaps in Officers Gulch,
for ex.) and look at the accident rate there over the same period.
Now, about the bike path. I am a road biker and go over this
stretch many times. It's woodsy and scenic (at least it was until
the ravaging clear cuts were done, their appearance suggesting
that the new road will be built here and this comment period is
just a required nuisance to a done deal), and the rolling hills
remind us that yes, this is Colorado. But, oh, the poor flatland
tourists that have to go up and down! Maybe we should try to
get rid of all the interesting features of the mountains to give
them an easy ride? How about providing us with some accident
data on this stretch of the bike path and compare it to that of a
less hilly, curvy stretch? I could tell from the ridiculous answers
to the questions at the meeting re. wildlife safety (really?
Animals squeezing through culverts and sharing tunnels under
the highway!?) that this part has certainly not been given careful
thought (but still remains as part of the axiom of safety!).
Now, about mobility...Here comes the traffic racing through the
clear cuts on the new 4-lane road, jostling for position to reach
the wider open spaces of I-70 (ha!) for their trip home after a
wonderful time as guests of Vail Resorts. But, oops, what's with
all these stop lights (7 right now, and 3 new ones?)? How much
time has been saved with this new super-dooper 4-lane road?
How much faster can these poor folks get home? Please,...slow
down on this plan. Let's get some data together, do some
realistic calculations, and re-evaluate what we are trying to
accomplish and the best way to do it!
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response
1 fatality. During this 5-year period, there were 12 overturning
accidents in a one mile stretch of SH 9 that includes Leslie’s Curve.
B. CDOT and FHWA have consulted with the local governments,
regulatory agencies, and bike organizations. These entities believe the
Proposed Action alignment is a less environmentally damaging and a
safer alternative compared to keeping the road and bikeway on their
current alignments.
Please note that the U.S. Forest Service recently conducted logging in
the vicinity of the Proposed Action in response to the mountain pine
beetle epidemic. Information regarding the U.S. Forest Service
decision in this matter can be found in the Decision Notice and
Finding of No Significant Impact, Ophir Mountain Forest Health and
Fuels Project, White River National Forest (November 2013). CDOT
and FHWA were not involved in that decision.
With the Proposed Action, the character of the bikeway will change in
this stretch from a steep uphill and downhill grade to a gentler grade
closer to Dillon Reservoir. Although the location of accidents along
the bikeway system in Summit County is not well documented, the
SH 9 realignment with the Proposed Action provides the opportunity
to remove a relatively tight, steep, and blind curve on the bikeway
just west of the current SH 9. This curve has been the location of
numerous accidents in the past. In 2014, Summit County installed
mile-markers throughout the system to provide the potential to
better monitor accident data by location. CDOT has consulted with
Summit County, Town of Frisco, and bike organizations about the
safety of the gentler bikeway alignment, with agreement that the new
bikeway alignment will be much safer than the current one.
C. Completion of the SH 9 corridor improvements from Frisco to
Breckenridge will save approximately 5 minutes’ travel time, as
identified in the 2004 EIS/ROD. However, more work selected as part
of the 2004 EIS/ROD needs to be completed. CDOT has phased the
work from the EIS/ROD since 2004 because it is not fiscally possible to
fund all the work at one time. Once all the work is completed
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Comment

Response
between Breckenridge and Frisco, the traveling public will see
approximately 5 minutes’ improvement in travel times compared to
leaving the road as a two-lane highway. Please note that no additional
traffic signals are being added as part of the Proposed Action.

29

Thompson, Bob

Frisco, CO

I have been a full time Frisco resident since 1989 and I am
strongly opposed to the Iron Springs re-route of Hwy 9. The
national forest in our area has been eroded by constant
development in recent years - from the hospital and medical
center (which will soon spawn a senior housing center as well) to
the Frisco "Adventure center" that has taken over the
peninsula with bright lights and noise well into the night to the
ever-expanding county commons area that threatens to take
over the natural buffer zone to the forest.
All of this has had the unfortunate effect of eroding the natural
environment and the beauty of the Frisco outdoor lifestyle. I jog
and hike the Iron Springs area frequently and know that many
others also enjoy this area. The noise and light pollution has
recently gotten much worse along Hwy 9 and it's re-route would
only add to this. I realize the road will be widened regardless and
think the no-action alternative would best serve the interest of
our small town.

Response to Comment Number 29
The environmental impacts associated with Proposed Action are
minimized compared to the No Action Alternative. During the
Environmental Assessment process, CDOT noted environmental benefits
to wildlife movement, water quality, and wetlands. Air and noise impacts
are similar with both alternatives.
Moving SH 9 to a new alignment allows the bikeway to be realigned closer
to Lake Dillon. This will complement the existing Summit County
Recreational Path System (see EA Appendix A20 – Parks and Recreation
Resources Technical Memorandum) and will allow bicyclists to complete a
loop around Dillon Reservoir on the Recreation Path System without
crossing SH 9.

The development initiatives always seem to have the largest
impact on our small town, and they are voted in by persons who
do not actually live here in Frisco - it seems to me that the
opinion of those who live in Breckenridge or Silverthorne ought
not be given as much weight on this particular issue as those of
Frisco residents.
Thank you very much for considering these comments.
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Comment
Sanderman, Phil and Karen

Response
Frisco, CO

My wife and I are residents of Water Dance and reside at 555
Water Dance Drive. We realize that there are valid reasons for
realigning Highway 9 but feel that the entire Highway 9 project
has not taken into consideration the impacts on the residents of
Water Dance and has inadequately addressed mitigating
measures.

Response to Comment Number 30
See the response to Comment Number 2 regarding traffic noise and the
Water Dance community.
See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.
See the response to Comment Number 8 regarding engine compression
(muffler) brakes.

We have resided here full time since July 2, 2002 and have
witnessed dramatic increases in traffic and its impacts; namely
noise, speed and visible headlights at night. At times vehicles are
travelling northbound so fast that they cannot stop for a red
light at the intersection with Water Dance Drive. The increased
speed has significantly increased noise in Water Dance.
The continuing widening of Highway 9 has encouraged
development at Breckenridge and increased the number of
visitors, which has increased traffic.
We would ask that the Environmental Assessment include the
following mitigating measures:
1.

Immediate reduction of the speed limit to 35 MPH in both
directions from Frisco to the traffic light at the entrance to
the peninsula and hospital.

2.

Construction at this time of an adequate sound and light
barrier from the northern Peninsula exit past Water Dance.

3. Prohibition on the use of muffler brakes.
Thank you for your consideration on this matter and should
there be any further public meetings concerning this, please let
me know.
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Comments Submitted Verbally at Public Hearing (Court Reporter Transcript July 29, 2014 – See Appendix B for Full Transcript)
31

Bainbridge, Steve

Frisco, CO

I'm a resident of Water Dance. My wife and I bought property
over there and built -- we bought property ten years ago and
built and moved in five years ago. In ten years -- and this is
probably contrary to some of the studies -- we had noted that
the sound level on this highway has probably tripled since we
bought the property. And so I may be a little early, but I'd better
make these statements now than have it all happen.

Response to Comment Number 31
See response to Comment Number 2 regarding traffic noise and the
Water Dance community.
See response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.

As this project gets done and it dumps down in and people head
to Frisco or back up to Breck, I suspect things are going to get
louder. And I just know from --in the winter, I'm a ski instructor
at Breck, and I know that traffic going over to Fairplay and Alma
is increasing. Construction traffic, bus traffic, truck traffic,
they're all adding to the volume and making our home less and
less fun to sit on the deck or even in our bedroom.
So what I'd like to see done would be 35 miles an hour from the
hospital turnoff down to Frisco, not 50. And there are various
sections of sound wall that are on tap for Water Dance, but not
all of Water Dance --unfortunately, my house is not included in
that. So selfishly, I'm looking for some sound wall help.
Just put that on record. It's a conversation maybe for two or
three years from now, but I'd rather, you know, put a stake in
the ground now.
32

Boutet, Sol

A.

I'm a resident of Piney Acres, which is in between Dillon and
Dillon Valley. I live off of I-70 north of my place, so I can
sympathize with some of the comments that have come so far.
But I just wanted to say that I'm generally in favor of the project.
I think there's a few recreation routing bugs that need to be
ironed out or maybe modified, but overall, I think it's a pretty
good proposal.
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Dillon, CO

Response to Comment Number 32
A. Comment noted.
B. The Water Resources and Water Quality Technical Memorandum
included as EA Appendix A6 describes the water quality benefits of
the Proposed Action, including the benefits such as increased
protection from spills that will be realized by locating the realigning
the roadway further from Dillon Reservoir.
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Response

I wanted to bring up this -- a water-quality issue, and I'm sure it's
being addressed. It has to do with Dillon Dam. 40 percent of
Dillon's water – or Denver's water comes from that reservoir,
and here we have an outside curve that -- what's the name of
the curve -- Leslie's Curve. And sooner or later, if we keep that
alignment, something's going to tip over and spill into the
reservoir. So I'm in favor of getting that alignment, that roadway
away from the edge of the reservoir just for water-quality
reasons. And so hazardous materials transport, I don't know
how much we have going on Highway but I think it's just a good
idea to get that road away from the edge of the reservoir.

33

Franken, Robert

Frisco, CO

A.

You said there is another project, alignment project, coming
following this one, so what is that project going to do?
So couldn't that be rolled into the same project? I mean, is there
benefit in doing that rather than messing up our traffic one more
time?

B.

C.

D.

One of the questions that I would ask -- and this is as much for
the town of Frisco as it is for anything else -- but especially as
you put in new stoplights, whether or not timing stoplights and
then listing that, you know, at 35 miles an hour, you could hit
every traffic light green. And -- the City of Seattle did it years and
years and years ago on Highway 99, and it was incredibly
successful. Everybody stayed right at the speed limit because it
was the way you avoided red lights. So that's one comment.
The other one is, I know -- I had a conversation with someone
about the underpasses for the bike lanes. Is there going to be
lighting or some way to put so that we don't have people going
from bright sunlight into a dark space? So that would be my
other comment.
I have one more question. What's the cost difference between
the two proposals?
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Response to Comment Number 33
A. CDOT analyzed and selected improvements for the SH 9 corridor from
Frisco to Breckenridge in the 2004 Environmental Impact Statement
and Record of Decision for the corridor. Since that time, the selected
SH 9 improvements have been completed in a series of phased
projects as funding for final design and construction has become
available. A future project will complete the SH 9 improvements
between Recreation Way and Frisco Main Street, as identified in the
SH 9 Record of Decision (CDOT and FHWA, 2004). This future project
is not currently funded for design or construction.
B. See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits and
Comment Number 18 regarding synchronizing traffic signals along
SH 9 through Frisco.
C. With regard to the underpasses on the bikeway, it is not currently
envisioned that the underpasses will be lighted. However, the
transition from light to dark will be considered in more detail in final
design to ensure that safety is adequately addressed.
D. Costs for both alternatives are within 5 percent of each other. As
mentioned previously, there is a constructability advantage of the
Proposed Action over the No Action Alternative because the Proposed
Action realignment would be constructed while live traffic is
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Response

Gawf, John

maintained on the current SH 9 alignment. That advantage has clear
cost benefits to the tourism of Summit County. That cost has not been
factored into the estimates.
Response to Comment Number 34

Frisco, CO

I'm in Water Dance. I just have a question about, Grant, the
grade because I've been on that bike path. And it may be on the
boards, but I couldn't pick it up. Is it going to go over the top of
that hill, or is it going to be cut into the hill or -- sorry if it's
somewhere in the display boards, but I couldn't pick that up.
So you weren't going to have to move much out of there, soil
out of there, dirt?
35

Girvin, Leigh

Summit County, CO

I'm with Continental Divide Land Trust, and Continental Divide
Land Trust holds the conservation easement on the Iron Springs
Open Space. As Grant mentioned, it's a 30-acre parcel along
Highway 9 across from the reservoir between Leslie's Curve and
Summit High School. So someone who's standing back by one of
the maps, could you point that out? Brian, you're familiar with
where that is located. Kind of a fish-shaped parcel about 30
acres.

See the response to Comment Number 13 regarding grades on the
realigned SH 9 roadway in the Proposed Action.
With regard to soil cuts, the maximum cut will be approximately 30 feet
with cut slopes extending at a 3:1 slope away from the roadway to meet
the natural ground. During final design, measures will be identified for
blending and revegetation of the cut slope to promote a more natural and
aesthetically pleasing appearance.
Response to Comment Number 35
Comment noted.
The Continental Divide Land Trust subsequently submitted comments on
the Environmental Assessment by letter. See Comment Number 59 for the
Continental Divide Land Trust letter and response.

So the Land Trust has been a stakeholder in this conversation.
When Continental Divide Land Trust accepted the conservation
easement on Iron Springs Open Space in 2003, we knew that
major changes were coming to the open space property. The
original EA for the widening of Highway 9 to four lanes which
Grant talked about, that's what they're calling the no-action
alternative, that was in process at the time. And when we
accepted the conservation easement, we knew that those major
changes were coming. The rec path would have to be moved.
The widened highway would take an acre of the Iron Springs
Open Space property. A fen wetland would be adversely
impacted, along with other potential impacts as Grant has also
mentioned.
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In 2011 -- so that's how long you guys have been working on
this, probably since before that -- and we learned about the
proposal to change the route of Highway which is the subject of
today's hearing, the proposed new route would go through the
middle of the Iron Springs Open Space. And at the time, the Land
Trust was very opposed to that change and voiced our
opposition to the board of county commissioners.
Over the course of the following years, the Land Trust was
engaged as a stakeholder, and we had opportunity to provide
input into the new alignment that helped address our concerns
and issues for the conservation values on the property.
Conservation easements are intended to protect open space
values of the land in perpetuity. When we accept a conservation
easement, we accept that responsibility, and we also recognize
that conditions change over the course of forever. All
conservation easement agreements include an amendment
clause to address exactly those potential future changes.
As a stakeholder, the Land Trust has worked cooperatively with
Summit County and CDOT to identify issues of concern to our
organization regarding the open space property. No matter how
the property changes, and it will, it is important to Continental
Divide Land Trust to preserve the conservation values that the
easement was originally intended to protect, and that is the
scenic qualities, natural resources, such as the fen, public
recreation, and maintaining a buffer and community separator
between Frisco and Breckenridge.
At this time, the Land Trust is evaluating the EA. We're listening
to comments today at the public hearing, and we will be
providing formal written comments by the August 8 deadline.
And no matter the outcome, know that the Land Trust is
engaged in this process. We are not abandoning the
conservation easement on the Iron Springs. We want this to be
the best possible project that it can be.
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Comment
Ittner, James

Response
Breckenridge, CO

I've traveled Highway 82 to Aspen over the years, and especially
-- at the time when they were just starting that project, now,
that was, according to some, the busiest two-lane highway in
the entire state. And a four-lane project over there seems to be
a success from the point of a traveler, of an automobile traveler.
But I think they faced the very exact same problems that we face
here -- the wildlife, recreational access, and private property and
easements.

Response to Comment Number 36
CDOT has statewide procedures and programs to ensure that wildlife,
recreation, private property, and other considerations are addressed in
projects. Current procedures are based on experience across the state,
including the SH 82 project to Aspen. Experience on that and other
mountain highway projects will be drawn upon in the design of this
project.

And I wonder if the success and the problems that they had with
that highway and all the things that we've heard could be
incorporated to our project here to make it even more of a
success.
37

Mackie, Martha

Frisco, CO

I don't represent anybody except people who like to hike, but I
would like to say that moving the parking lot by what seems like
a small distance of a half a mile, is a mile on a round-trip trip. It's
a hot, open, barren walk from there to the lake before you even
get to the area where you'd like to go hiking. And for a senior
citizen like me, it adds an hour to the trip. It therefore means
people with dogs can't just go and enjoy the property because
they've got that extra mile to walk before they even get to it.
And it means that yes, you can bike it, but then you can't take
your dog, but you would have to go on a bike ride, lock your
bike, and then begin the walk if you want to walk.

Response to Comment Number 37
See the response to Comment Number 24 regarding the parking lot
relocation and trail. As noted in the response to Comment Number 27,
relocation of the parking lot will add approximately 0.7 mile to reach the
location of the existing parking lot.

The Peninsula is terribly important to all of us, and everybody
likes to hike out there. And I don't think they're going to enjoy
the hike from that recreation area all the way out along the
thing before they even get to the waterside where the views are
beautiful and the hike is pleasant.
So it seems to me it ought to be possible to lead the existing
road to the parking lot and wind it and make half of it a bike
path and half of it a very limited access to the parking lot for the
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Comment

Response

few cars that go in and out that way because cars share the bike
path in Frisco. That would not be an unheard-of situation. When
you ride through Frisco, all the homes along the bike path there
share it in order to get to their driveways. So I'm just asking for
some reconsideration of that because it really does make a
difference.
Morsher, Kurt
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 38

And -- well, my question was going to be, although Leigh went
into a little bit of detail, my concerns were regarding -- well, one
of the foremost -- but it sounds like this project is not going to
impact the Iron Springs fen itself. Until I was kind of cleared on
that, I was adamantly against that because it's a very critical area
for wildlife.
And although he mentioned, I was going to ask if you could
maybe go into a little bit more detail about the third -- besides
the two bike path underpasses, which should have a little bit of
leeway for wildlife, she was saying there might be a third natural
depression or so which is going to allow -- it's something heightwise and everything that's going to –

A. You are correct; this project will not impact the Iron Springs fen
located south and west of the Proposed Action.
B. See the response to Comment Number 25 with regard to final design
consideration of the underpass structures.
C. See the response to Comment Number 24 with regard to the parking
lot relocation.
D. With regard to change in the corridor, CDOT and FHWA will continue
to work with local agencies and other stakeholders to design and
implement improvements that are consistent with the context of the
corridor, the surrounding environment, and the community.

Well, but the elk is going to be critical. And they do use the
Peninsula, and there is going to be a tremendous impact to fourlaning.

C.

Well, as long as I'm up here, though, then I'll mention one or two
other things that I didn't mention on the comment card. I do
have to support Mrs. Mackie's assessment that with the new
Dickey recreation area parking, that is going to be quite a long
hike. I know I'm not as young as I used to be, my 11-year-old lab
is not, and this is nice to be able to get down there. I do like the
idea of having safer access up at the light, but if there might be a
way to integrate a gravel road or some way that maybe we could
get a little bit closer to the lake.
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Response

D.

And my last thing, I do have to mention, I realize change is
inevitable to growth, but it sounds like with all the lights and
sound walls and such, it does kind of sound like we're turning
our little county into a little Jersey.

39

Noll, Thad

Summit County, CO

I'm the assistant Summit County manager. Amazing turnout
tonight. I really want to thank everybody for coming because
this is the kind of input that we'd hoped to get and that CDOT
needs in order to finalize the design.

Response to Comment Number 39
Comment noted.

So as Grant said earlier, we came to CDOT with this proposal
knowing that the alignment that was approved already was
along the existing highway. And we really felt that the recreation
experience, the safety experience, water quality and other
things could be significantly improved if we took a look at this
new alignment over in Iron Springs. So after a few years' worth
of work, CDOT's been working with a lot of the stakeholders, the
Forest Service, wildlife experts, Colorado Parks and Wildlife,
Continental Divide Land Trust and others, really to come up with
a good alternative, in our mind.
We believe that the recreation experience along the reservoir on
the new -- on the new bike path, rec path, that will be -- that is
on the existing highway, that will be one of the shining stars, I
think, in our whole system. Really with access to the water, with
you know, some pull-off areas where people can enjoy the views
over the reservoir, the safety improvements over the existing,
lessened -- lessened wetland impacts. And we really are
committed to making this new bike path along the reservoir
seriously one of the great stars of Summit County's already really
great rec path system.
So we're excited about this. We have committed both property
and maintenance dollars and some other things in order to
provide a match to help this -- to help this get completed. And
the state transportation commission saw the project and
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thought it was valuable enough to provide the funding through
the RAMP program which is a partnership program that CDOT is
doing.
So we're excited about it. We will -- we are committed to
working with CDOT and the Land Trust and the Forest Service to
really come up with a design that everyone in this county is
proud of in the end. We're excited. We hope that you will be,
and we -- we are committed to really making this a great, great
amenity to Summit County. So thanks for the time, and thank
you, everybody, for coming tonight.
40

Parrott, Mary
Dillon, CO
I just have one question. Is it still possible to really define noaction as really no action to the existing situation? Is that
completely locked in stone, that four-lane widening?
Yeah, could we go back? Is it too late to go back and consider
just leaving it like it is? Because I'm looking at, you know, traffic
is --traffic is zipping through the four-lane thing and then coming
to the first stop sign, stoplight in Frisco, and really asking
whether or not, you know, this really will keep traffic flow to the
interstate at an optimum.
And secondly, even if we make it 35 miles an hour, you know
people, if it's a four-lane road, are going to go faster than that.
So for the safety, you know, that is gained by eliminating that
curve, I think you're going to have people speeding on a still icy
road. And, you know, I haven't been privy to all the original
arguments for widening it, but I'm just wondering is it too late to
still consider just going -- having an option just to leave it the
way it is? So you think in summary -- could you summarize and
say that what you think the advantages of this project is over the
really existing thing right now? What will it help, actually, and
what will be the cost? What are the main benefits of the new
project compared to what today - today, not doing anything?
Could you summarize?
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Response to Comment Number 40
The alternative of leaving SH 9 as a two-lane highway was evaluated in the
2004 Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Record of Decision
(ROD) and was eliminated because this would not meet the identified
project purpose and need (as stated in the 2004 ROD – to improve
transportation mobility along SH 9 by decreasing travel time, improving
safety, and supporting the transportation needs of local and regional
travelers while minimizing impacts to the surrounding environment and
communities).
The No Action Alternative, as presented in the Environmental Assessment
(EA), is intended to represent what would happen in the corridor if the
Proposed Action were not selected for implementation. The No Action
Alternative, in this case, is widening to four lanes on the existing SH 9
alignment as was previously approved in the 2004 ROD.
The 2004 ROD for the SH 9 corridor analyzed alternatives and selected a
four-lane reduced section highway from Frisco to Breckenridge. This is
based on the safety and capacity needs of the corridor, considering future
traffic demand. Current traffic projections continue to indicate the need
for four lanes to meet future traffic needs. Current traffic volumes are
20,000 vehicles a day, but this number is expected to climb to 31,000 by
the year 2035.
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And you don't think we'll have the backups once they hit the
traffic lights? I mean, on the way back though, getting to the
interstate, where we have the backups now. You think this'll be
an improvement? Well, we have four lanes now through Frisco,
but there're stoplights at every – so many feet, so these cars will
still have to stop, right, unless we incorporate the through lane?

As described in the EA, the Proposed Action would provide:

Silverthorne, CO

•

increased roadway capacity resulting in improved traffic flow,
shorter travel time and reduced delays
• improved roadway safety due to elimination of the current tight,
compound curve, resulting on fewer accidents
• transit operational benefits resulting from the increased capacity and
improved safety of the roadway
See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.
Response to Comment Number 41

41

Resseguie, George

The Proposed Action includes three underpasses, two for the bikeway and
one for drainage. These underpasses are intended to allow use by wildlife.
During final design, these underpasses will be further refined with design
features and sizing to encourage their use by wildlife crossing the highway
corridor. CDOT is currently working with Colorado Parks and Wildlife,
U.S. Forest Service, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and will continue to
do so through final design and project implementation.

42

I live in Silverthorne, so I'm not affected by the noise and all
that, things we've talked about. However, in Silverthorne north,
we have a very rich rancher who has taken a lot of effort to
make overpasses for cars and underpasses for the animals. And I
think I heard you mention -- you've got this little thing on -hopefully, you'll work with whoever's doing the work up there as
much as you can to get the animals across the four lanes instead
of the two.
Rossetter, Laura
Frisco, CO
I just have a question, and if you could provide some detail on
what the location alignment setup of the bike path will be during
the two years of construction or during the time period you're
no longer using the existing but won't be able to use the future.

During the construction period, the bikeway would be rerouted to a
temporary alignment adjacent to the existing SH 9. A safety barrier will
separate this temporary alignment from highway traffic. The bikeway will
be similar in width to the existing facility and will remain open during the
full construction period.

Grant, will it be at the current width? Will you be able to
maintain that width? That's a very important recreational
corridor between Frisco and Farmers Corner. How are you going
to connect it? And then during the two years' construction, what
are your plans for keeping -- allowing recreational use to still go
through there, because we have already been impacted on our
use by the logging. It's going to be a pretty long time if that
impact continues.

Response to Comment Number 42

Access to recreation areas will remain open during the construction
period.
Access to Iron Springs Road for administrative vehicles will be via the
bikeway, connecting to Iron Springs Road at a similar location to the
current situation.

How are the admin vehicles going to get up to Iron Springs
Road? Iron Springs Road, which you just briefly touched on, how
are you going to connect?
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Sanderman, Phil

Response
Frisco, CO

I'm also a resident of Water Dance in the single-family home
section, and I've been there for 12 years and noticed traffic has
at least in 12 years that what -- noise levels have gone up, and
any improvements that we do would just increase the speed of
vehicles.

Response to Comment Number 43
See the response to Comment Number 2 with regard to traffic noise and
the Water Dance community.
See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.

So, you know, I'd ask that consideration be given to extending
the proposed noise barrier to include the single-family home
section of Water Dance and to lower the speed limit. There are
times when I cannot exit even with the green light because cars
are coming down that hill at 60, 70 miles an hour or more. And
the noise level, as vehicles become larger and more and more
sports utilities on the road, have just increased astronomically.
So, you know, while I'm not opposed to the realignment, I would
ask that consideration be given to lowering the speed limit and
installation of noise barriers. I know that will be the subject of
another meeting in August. Thank you.
44

Wilson, Brian

Frisco, CO

I'm the resident at Antler House at Farmers Corner, so I'm
probably the most impacted resident of this whole project. My
family and I purchased it in 1977, and I'm not really opposed to
this plan, but what I would like to see happen is my cabin picked
up -- we have 2.14 acres -- picked up and taken to the far
northeast end of our property and put a driveway in from the
water treatment plant to the cabin.
Otherwise -- I know how fast people go, and where my house is
now -- it's just a matter of time before I get hit by -- gets run into
by a semi or -- especially with the way the road necks down now,
for safety purposes and sound purposes.

Response to Comment Number 44
The Environmental Assessment has indicated your property as a possible
full acquisition, to be confirmed during final design. If your property needs
to be acquired, that will be done in accordance with the provisions of the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Policy Act of
1970. If reasonable and safe access can be maintained, acquisition of your
property will not be required. CDOT would typically not consider moving
your cabin but would modify your access from SH 9 if needed and as
appropriate.
CDOT will continue coordination regarding your property as final design
progresses.

And also, I will have to come down to the stoplight at Recreation
Way to go over Swan Mountain to Breckenridge. Thank you.
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Comments Submitted via Comment Forms Provided At the Public Hearing
45

Hartley, Doug

Dillon, CO

Response to Comment Number 45
Comment noted.
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Huttrer, Gerry

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 46
A. There are safety, environmental, and engineering reasons that make
rerouting the bikeway preferable, including the steeper grades and
the larger cut slopes that would be required. The majority of public
and local government stakeholders also support this decision.

A.

B.

C.

December 2014

B. The viewshed of the drivers will change with the Proposed Action. The
roadway will be moved further from Lake Dillon and vehicular
travelers will see less of the lake. However, views of the lake will still
be prevalent from the roadway as travelers go up and down the 4%
grade north of the High School. The Proposed Action will move the
Blue River Bikeway to the current SH 9 alignment affording much
better views of the lake than from the current bikeway.
C. The No Action Alternative presented in the Environmental
Assessment would widen the highway along the existing SH 9
alignment, and would include changes at Leslie’s Curve to make it
safer. However, CDOT and FHWA believe that the Proposed Action
provides additional safety benefits by eliminating Leslie’s Curve and
providing the best balance of minimizing environmental impacts while
improving safety to the general public.
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Ittner, James

Response
Breckenridge, CO

Response to Comment Number 47
The realigned bikeway will be designed so that it is not subject to flooding
and does not have unreasonably tight turns. During final design, CDOT will
address drainage and geometry.
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Juergensmeher, Susan

Response
Dillon, CO

Response to Comment Number 48
Comment noted.
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Konema, Elmer

Response
Breckenridge, CO

Response to Comment Number 49
Comment noted.
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Mackie, Martha

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 50
With regard to the location of the replacement parking lot and trail
connection, see the response to Comment Number 24.
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Morscher, Kurt

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 51
A. You are correct; the Proposed Action will not impact the Iron Springs
fen. Also, as you have stated, the Proposed Action includes three
underpasses, two for the bikeway and one for drainage, which will be
oversized and designed to allow/encourage use by wildlife crossing
the highway corridor.
B. With regard to the location of the replacement parking lot and trail
connection, see the response to Comment Number 24.

A.

B.
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Comment
Nadalin JoAnne

Response
Silverthorne, CO

Response to Comment Number 52

See the response to Comment Number 5 regarding the final design of the
underpasses.
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Comment
Owens, Dave

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 53
Comment noted.
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Comment
Resseguie, George

Response
Silverthorne, CO

Response to Comment Number 54

See the response to Comment Number 5 regarding the final design of the
underpasses.
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Comment
Resseguie, Kathryn

Response
Silverthorne, CO

Response to Comment Number 55

See the response to Comment Number 5 regarding the final design of the
underpasses.
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Comment
Sabatini Mark

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 56
Comment noted.
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Comment

State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Saboatini, Mark (continued)
See the response to Comment Number 5 regarding the final design of the
underpasses.
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Response

Comments Submitted via Letter
57

Collins, Dora

A.

B.

C.

December 2014

Breckenridge, CO

Response to Comment Number 57
A. The engineering analysis completed for the Proposed Action as part of
the Environmental Assessment (EA) shows safety benefits compared
to the No Action Alternative (widening on the existing SH 9 alignment
(per the 2004 Record of Decision). These safety benefits will be
implemented while reducing environmental impacts compared to the
No Action Alternative. See responses to Comment Number 28 and
Comment Number 6, respectively, for information on safety and
speed limits.
B. As part of the EA, CDOT and FHWA coordinated the proposed project
with Colorado Parks and Wildlife, U.S .Fish and Wildlife Service, and
U.S. Forest Service. These agencies provided vital information about
the movement of large (and small) mammals from the Peninsula area
to the Iron Springs area. Based on coordination with these agencies, it
was decided that three underpasses were needed to accommodate
wildlife movement across SH 9. See Comment Number 58 for more
information about wildlife movement and about animal vehicle
collisions that have occurred in the project area.
The safety analysis presented in EA Appendix A3 shows a
concentration of accidents on SH 9 within the project limits, with 67
accidents occurring from 2007 to 2011 including 8 injury accidents
and 1 fatality. During this 5-year period, there were 12 overturning
accidents in a one-mile stretch of SH 9 that includes Leslie’s Curve. As
identified in the EA, the Proposed Action is expected to provide safety
benefits due to the elimination of the tight compound curve, thereby
resulting in fewer accidents.
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Comment

Response

Collins, Dora (continued)

C. Information on existing traffic counts and future traffic projections is
provided in the Transportation Resources Technical Memorandum
presented as EA Appendix A2. Traffic counts from an automated
traffic recorder on SH 9 at Tiger Road, south of the Proposed Action,
currently average about 18,000 vehicles a day, but this number is
expected to climb to 31,000 by year 2035. The Proposed Action will
reduce travel time by 30 seconds more than the No Action
Alternative; however, both alternatives will provide capacity/mobility,
safety and transit operational benefits as described in the EA.

D.

E.

F.

D. See response to Comment Number 24 regarding the parking lot
location.
E. See response to Comment Number 5 with respect to the cost of the
alternatives.
G.

F.

The new SH 9 would have a slight hill in it (about 4% grade) from the
high school to the top of Ophir Mountain. This grade would be less
than most sections of Swan Mountain Road between Farmers Korner
and Keystone.

G. See the response to Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.
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Comment

Response

Colorado Parks and Wildlife

Response to Comment Number 58
As you have stated, the amount of habitat lost due to the Proposed Action
will be relatively small compared with the total wildlife habitat in the area.
The Proposed Action includes development of a revegetation plan to
mitigate the loss of habitat. In addition, CDOT will continue to work with
agencies, including Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) and the U.S. Forest
Service, to identify opportunities for minimization and mitigation of
habitat fragmentation in the area.
In this FONSI, CDOT and FHWA are selecting the Proposed Action. If that
decision should change such that the No Action Alternative becomes the
preferred alternative, CDOT will reevaluate suggestions for wildlife
crossings.
The habitat impact will be minimized compared to the No Action
Alternative because of the commitment to include three underpasses with
the Proposed Action. Each underpass would be sized to allow large and
small mammal movement from the Peninsula to the Iron Springs area.
The underpass sizing will be reevaluated with CPW during final design. It is
CDOT’s and FHWA’s goal to increase the size of the underpasses as much
as possible. CDOT and FHWA will also coordinate the need for fencing,
escape ramps, and end treatments with CPW during final design.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Colorado Parks and Wildlife (continued)
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Comment

State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Colorado Parks and Wildlife (continued)
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Comment
Continental Divide Land Trust

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 59
A. Comments noted.

A.

December 2014
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Comment

State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Continental Divide Land Trust (continued)

A.

B. Impacts to the small fen on the Iron Springs Open Space will be less
with the Proposed Action compared to those of the No Action
Alternative (widening on existing alignment). As you have noted, the
Iron Springs fen, which is located nearby within the White River
National Forest, will not be impacted.

B.

December 2014
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Continental Divide Land Trust (continued)

B.

C. The Proposed Action will require a land swap with the Continental
Divide Land Trust (CDLT). This land swap will result in changes to your
current conservation easement. CDOT and FHWA agree with your
assessment that the Proposed Action will have neutral effects, or in
some cases, an enhanced benefit over the current conservation
easement with respect to the buffer between Breckenridge and
Frisco, scenic views, fens, recreational experience, and acreage.
During final design, CDOT and FHWA will invite the CDLT to be an
active participant in at least two design review meetings: one meeting
at approximately 30% design and the second at approximately 90%
design.

C.

December 2014

CDOT and FHWA look forward to coordinating the wetland mitigation
site, recreation path design and landscaping, noxious weeds mapping
and construction specifications, wildlife and special status and special
status specials, aesthetic treatments for cuts and fills, and underpass
dimensions during those design meetings.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Continental Divide Land Trust (continued)

C.

D. The potential to connect and enhance wetlands will be looked at
during final design and wetland mitigation.
E. CDOT has identified reseeding with native species, which typically
include a wildflower mix.

D.

E.

F.

F. Comments noted.
G. CDOT and FHWA do not plan to construct a bike path spur to the
Dillon Placer Mine Historic Site. The spur would cause environmental
impacts, conflict with wildlife movement, and potentially affect
drainage patterns. However, CDOT and FHWA have committed to
interpretive signing along the realigned bikeway that discusses the
significance of the Dillon Placer Mine.
H. Comments noted.

G.

H.

December 2014
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Continental Divide Land Trust (continued)

H.

I.

Increasing roadway grades would not substantially decrease roadway
cut slopes. Other techniques will be used to soften the visual impact.
CDOT will work with stakeholders, including CDLT, during final design
on these techniques.

J.

J.

Comment noted.

K.

K. No roadside pullouts are included along the realigned SH 9 in the
Proposed Action.

L.

L.

I.

M.

The Proposed Action will not impact the iconic clump of aspen you
have referenced, which is located behind the hospital and frames
Peak One.

M. See EA Appendices A1 and A6 for impacts to Iron Springs Creek. CDOT
will continue to explore measures to minimize impacts to the creek
throughout the final design process.
N.

December 2014

N. Comments noted.
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Response

Continental Divide Land Trust (continued)

N.
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Comment
Feuerriegel, Robert

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 60

A. Comment noted.
A.

B.
C.

December 2014

B. With regard to the location of the replacement parking lot and trail
connection, see the response to Comment Number 24.
C. See the response to Comment Number 2 with regard to noise and
Comment Number 6 regarding speed limits.
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Comment
Rossetter, Laura

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 61
Many of the project considerations you have discussed will be detailed in
final design. During final design, CDOT and FHWA will consider the input
received and will work with the agencies and other stakeholders to design
and implement the project such that it both meets the transportation
needs and fits within the context of the local community and
environment.
Responses are provided below following the major headings in your
comment letter for ease of reference.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Rossetter, Laura (continued)

The Paved Recpath:
1. The two underpasses for the bikeway will be included in final design.
CDOT will make the underpasses as large as possible and will consider
drainage and lighting needs during final design to ensure that safety is
adequately addressed. Lighting of the underpasses is not currently
anticipated, but this will be considered further in final design.
2. CDOT is working with Summit County, the U.S. Forest Service, and the
Town of Frisco to design the bikeway to be constructed along the
current highway alignment so that it provides a safe and enjoyable
experience for users. Grading and revegetation will be important
elements of the construction of the new bikeway alignment, and
these will be detailed during final design. The aesthetics of the new
bikeway alignment will be designed to provide a pleasing experience.
Final design will include measures to soften the visual appearance of
the former highway section, including removal of pavement and
guardrail, narrowing of the section to accommodate the narrower
bikeway, and revegetation.
3. The bikeway will remain open or a detour provided during the
construction period. The detoured route will have a similar width to
the current facility and will be separated from traffic by a barrier.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Rossetter, Laura (continued)
The Dickey Area Parking and Access Trail:
1 and 2. See the response to Comment Number 24 with regard to the
replacement parking lot and trail.
3. This paved connection will be included in the project, as stated in the
EA.
4. There is currently an unpaved primitive trail that runs parallel to a
portion of the planned new paved connection. This can be seen in
Figure 7 in the EA and also in the figure included in Appendix C of this
document. This existing primitive trail will provide a connection to the
Dickey Day area and will continue to the shoreline for users desiring
an unpaved trail experience.
5. The new parking lot will be constructed at the location presented in
the EA. The appropriate easements and agreements will be obtained
prior to construction such that facilities will be permanent. The new
parking lot will be designed to provide at least as much parking as the
current lot. Winter use of the lot will be discussed with the
stakeholder agencies during final design. It is currently anticipated
that the replacement lot will not be maintained/open in winter. The
Town of Frisco will ultimately have responsibility for the parking lot.
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Response

Rossetter, Laura (continued)
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Response

Rossetter, Laura (continued)

Iron Springs Dirt Road:
Iron Springs Road currently is gated and provides access for administrative
vehicles. It is not open to other motor vehicles but provides access to
non-motorized recreational users. These recreational users access the
road by going around the gate and then travel along this unpaved road to
access the backcountry, including several trails in the area.
With implementation of the Proposed Action, Iron Springs Road will
continue to provide access for administrative vehicles as well as nonmotorized recreation users as it does today. The access point will be in
approximately the same location as it is today, and it will be accessed via
the paved bikeway. This will provide access for both administrative
vehicles and non-motorized recreational users. Details of this connection
will be established during final design. It is anticipated that access to Iron
Springs Road will be maintained during project construction, and impacts
during construction will be minimized. The U.S. Forest Service has
jurisdiction over Iron Springs Road, and its use is governed by White River
National Forest plans.
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State Highway 9 Iron Springs Alignment, South of Frisco
Response

Rossetter, Laura (continued)

Highway Realignment Location, Construction Impact, Visual Impact:
As identified in the EA, CDOT is committed to working with stakeholder
agencies to develop and implement measures to maintain a naturallooking appearance and the visual character of the corridor. This will
include grading to blend disturbed areas into the existing topography and
revegetation using native plants. The details will be established during
final design.

Development Adjacent to the New Highway Alignment:
No pullouts or other roadside amenities are planned for this section of
SH 9. No construction staging would be allowed outside the project
footprint in natural areas.
The Land Use Technical Memorandum provided as EA Appendix A16
presents information regarding current and future planned land use in the
vicinity of the Proposed Action. National Forest lands and county lands are
outside CDOT’s jurisdiction, and their use is determined by White River
National Forest and Summit County land use plans.
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Response

Rossetter, Laura (continued)

Wildlife Crossings:
As identified in the EA, one additional underpass for drainage and wildlife
use is included in the Proposed Action. This additional underpass in not
intended for recreational use.

The Frisco Nordic Center:
The Proposed Action has been planned to avoid negative impacts to the
Frisco Nordic Center. This will be carried through final design. The Parks
and Recreation Resources Technical Memorandum and the Section 4(f)
Evaluation, provided as EA Appendices A20 and A26, respectively,
describe impacts to recreation resources, including the Frisco Nordic
Center.
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Comment
Sissel, George

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 62
See the response to Comment Number 2 with regard to traffic noise and
the Water Dance community.
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Comment
Wooden Canoe at Water Dance HOA

Response
Frisco, CO

Response to Comment Number 63
See the response to Comment Number 6 with regard to safety and
Comment Number 2 with regard to traffic noise at the Water Dance
community. As noted in that response, CDOT has continued to discuss
these concerns and provide information to the Water Dance community,
most recently in a meeting held on August 28, 2014.
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